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Abstract 
Etzion, T., Hamiltonian decomposition of K,*, patterns with distinct differences, and Tuscan 
squares, Discrete Mathematics 91 (1991) 259-276. 
This paper presents a few constructions for the decomposition of the complete directed graph 
on n vertices into n Hamiltonian paths. Some of the constructions will apply for even n and 
others to odd n. The constructions will be obtained from some patterns with distinct 
differences. The constructions will be exhibited by squares (called Tuscan squares) which 
sometimes are Latin squares (called Roman squares), and sometimes 
squares have some special properties which are discussed in this paper. 
are not Latin. These 
1. Introduction 
The decomposition of K,*, the complete directed graph on n vertices, into n 
directed Hamiltonian paths has been studied by many authors (see [S, 13,19- 
201). This problem is related to the problem of finding a Latin square with no 
repeating ordered pairs of adjacent symbols in the rows. This problem was also 
studied by many authors (see [8-9, 11,13-19,21-221). These Latin squares are 
called Row Complete Latin Squares [8] or Roman squares [13]. Most of the known 
Roman squares were obtained by polygonal path constructions [9,11,22]. Aside 
from the theoretical viewpoint the problem of the decomposition of the complete 
directed graph has some applications [13,22]. 
Patterns with distinct differences have many applications in problems arising 
from radar, sonar, physical alignment, and time-position synchronization [6-71. 
In this paper we give a few constructions of integer patterns of the form 
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jY,,Xb..., X,* for which X,, , - Xi # Xi+, -X, modulo n, or modulo n + 1, or 
both. Those patterns will be used to decompose K,* or K,*+r into n or n + 1 
Hamiltonian paths, respectively. 
Through all this paper mod n or modulo n will mean the residue modulo n 
between 1 and n. First, we introduce the known results. We follow the definitions 
of Golomb and Taylor [13]. 
An Italian square of order n is an n X n square such that each row is a 
permutation of V, = (1, 2, . . . , n}. 
A Latin square of order n is an n x n Italian square such that each column is a 
permutation of V,. 
A Tuscan square is an n X n Italian square such that all the adjacent ordered 
pairs of symbols in the rows are distinct. 
A Roman square is a Tuscan square which is also a Latin square. 
A Vatican square is an n X n Latin square in which for each d, 1 c d G n - 1, all 
the ordered pairs of the form (A(i,j),A(i,j+d)), lsisn, lsjsn-d, are 
distinct. 
A polygonal path of order n is a permutation X,, X2, . . . , X,, of V,. If all the 
differences Xi+1 -Xi, 1 s i 4 n - 1 are distinct modulo n it implies [9] that n is 
even and that the Latin square defined by 
(1) A(1, j) = X, for 1 S j S n, 
(2) A(i, j) =A(l, j) + i - 1 (mod n) for 2 <i s n and 1 ~j c n, 
is a Roman square. 
Most of the known constructions for Roman squares are polygonal path 
constructions. They are presented as follows. 
The ‘Zig Zag’ construction is a polygonal path construction which is described 
in Williams [22]. 
Construction A. For even n define 
Xi = i (mod n), for even i, 
xj_-!$ (mod n), for odd i. 
Gilbert [9] gave three more constructions; all of them are polygonal path 
constructions. 
Construction B. For n = 2N define 
Xi-l+v(modn), i=1,2 ,... ,n. 
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Construction C. For a prime p = it + 1 for which 2 is a primitive root, define 
Xi=2’-‘(modp), i=l,2,. . . ,n. 
Con&w&on D. For a prime p = n + 1 for which (Y is a primitive root define 
ti=i(modp), i=l,2,. . . ,n. 
Example 1. For n = 10 we obtain the following patterns: 
(1) From Construction A: 10, 1, 9, 2, 8, 3, 7, 4, 6, 5. 
(2) From Construction C: 1, 2, 4, 8, 5, 10, 9, 7, 3, 6. 
(3) From Construction D and the primitive root 2: 10, 1, 8, 2, 4, 9, 7, 3, 6, 5. 
For n = 8 Construction B produces the pattern: 1, 2, 4, 7, 3, 8, 6, 5. 
Construction D is the only known construction for Vatican squares. Whenever 
a polygonal path X1, X2, . , X, for a Roman square is given we can generate 
from it a few more polygonal paths for Roman squares by the following three 
methods, for which the correctness can be easily verified. 
(1) Let k be an integer relatively prime to n. Then define Y, = Xik (mod n) for 
lcisn. 
(2) Let X,+, =X, + n/2 (mod n). Then define Y, = Xi+, for 16 i G n, where 
subscripts are taken modulo n. 
(3) Define x = X,_i+l for 1 sic n. 
Another property common to Constructions A, B and D, is the symmetry 
property. All the patterns which are generated by those constructions are 
symmetric, i.e., for each i, 1 <i sn, X,_,+, =X, + n/2 (mod n). For more 
properties and information about polygonal path constructions we refer the 
reader to [ll]. 
Tillson [20] gave two constructions for Tuscan squares of odd order which, with 
a specific construction that he gave for n = 9, solved the problem for odd IZ. None 
of the generated squares were Latin. His main idea was based on the following 
method which will be called the Cutting Method. 
The Cutting Method. Given a Tuscan square of order 12 add a new column with 
a new symbol, say *, as a left most column. Then take a pattern *, Z,, Zz, . . . , Z, 
such that Z,, Zz, . . . , Z, is a permutation of V,, and the pairs (*, Z,) and 
(Zi, Z,,,) for each i, 1 G i G n - 1 appear in different rows of the n x (n + 1) 
array, so each row has exactly one of those pairs. Shift each row cyclicly until the 
second element of its pair becomes the left most symbol of the row, and the first 
element of its pair becomes the right most symbol. Then add the pattern 
*, Z,, Z2, . . . , Z,, as the new row. 
The pattern Z1, Z2, . . . , Z, of the Cutting Method will be called a shifts- 
pattern. Some examples of applying the Cutting Method are given in Section 2. 
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Tillson gave a shifts-pattern for the Roman squares obtained by Construction A 
whenever n = 2 (mod 4), n 2 10 and thus generating a Tuscan squares for every 
n=3(mod4), n > 11. Then he proved that the existence of a decomposition for 
K&_, into 2m - 1 Hamiltonian paths implies a decomposition of K4*;n_-3 into 
4m - 3 Hamiltonian paths. Together with the existence of the decomposition for 
7 and 9 this implies the existence for every odd n 2 7. 
Golomb and Taylor [13] gave a method to construct a Tuscan square of order n 
from any given Tuscan square of order n. This method, which is called the Add 
Zero Transformation, adds a new column with a new symbol, say *, as a left most 
column. Then we shift all the rows cyclicly to obtain in the left most column 
another symbol, and remove this column. 
Gordon [14] has shown that the existence of a sequenceable group of order n is 
a sufficient condition for the existence of a Roman square of order n. Roman 
squares for odd order n (aside from the trivial 1 x 1 square) were obtained from 
sequenceable non-abelian groups for order 21 [19], orders 39, 55 and 57 [21], 
order 27 [El, or the construction of Archdeacon et al. [4] for orders 9, 15,21 and 
27. But the most significant result was by Keedwell [18] who gave a construction 
for n =pq, where p is a prime for which 2 is a primitive root, and q is a prime of 
the form 2ph + 1, where h is an integer. Note, that none of these constructions 
apply to prime orders. 
Finally, the sequenceability of some dihedral groups [17] can be used to 
construct Roman squares of even order which cannot be obtained by polygonal 
paths. Other groups are sequenceable as was proved lately by Anderson [l-3]. 
In Section 2 we present a few new constructions to obtain Tuscan squares of 
prime orders. Those are the only known squares of this kind except for the ones 
from the construction of Tillson. These squares are generated by applying the 
Cutting Method to a modification of the Vatican squares obtained by Construc- 
tion D. Patterns with distinct differences play an important role in these 
constructions and also in a new polygonal path with a special property that is 
given at the end of Section 2. The Tuscan squares obtained by Tillson for odd 
orders are all not Latin and all their add zero transformations are not Latin. In 
Section 3 we prove that for all orders greater than five there exist Tuscan squares 
which are not Latin and all their add zero transformations are not Latin. This 
answers a question raised in [13]. 
Note that through this paper we will not consider squares which are generated 
by permuting rows and symbols as different squares. 
2. Hamiltonian decomposition of the complete directed graph for odd n 
In this section we give some applications of the Cutting Method to obtain some 
new Tuscan squares with odd prime orders. We will apply the Cutting Method to 
a modification of multiplication tables. 
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The multiplication table modulo the prime p is a (p - 1) x (p - 1) square where 
M(i, j) = ij (modp). The multiplication table modulo p can be obtained also from 
the Vatican squares of Construction D after permuting rows and symbols. The 
following lemma is an immediate observation from the definition. 
Lemma 1. In the multiplication table modulo p, 
M(i,j)-M(i,j-l)=i(modp), l~i~p-1,2~j~p-l. 
Given an integer pattern Xi, . . . , X,, Xk+l, . . . , XZk the shift-half operator is 
defined as the operator which produces the pattern Xk+l, . . . , XZk, Xi, . . . , X,. 
The shifted multiplication table is the square obtained by applying the operator 
shift-half on all the rows of the multiplication table. 
If the sequence X1, X2, . . . , X,, n even, is a permutation of V, and 
then we call this sequence a double differences sequence since 
{Xi+,-Xi(lSiSn-l}U{X,-X,} 
contains all the nonzero elements modulo n + 1, and if X, =X1 + n/2 (mod n), 
then the set {Xi+, -Xi 1 1 6 i c n - l} contains all the nonzero elements modulo 
n. 
The following lemma is an immediate result of this definition. 
Lemma 2. Zf the sequence X1, Xz, . . . , X,,, n even, is a double differences 
sequence, and X,, = X1 + n/2 (mod n), then the sequence is a polygonal path for a 
Roman square. 
Lemma 3. If for the sequence X1, X2, . . . , X,,, n even, X;+l - Xi 3 Xj+, - 
Xj(modn+l), l~i,j <n-l,n+lisequaltoaprimep,X,+X,,=p,andfor 
each i, 1 s i s n - 1, Xi + X,,, fp, then the sequence can serve as a shifts-pattern 
for the shifted multiplication table modulo p. 
Note, that since X1, . . . , X, is a permutation of 1, 2, . . . , n then X,,, - 
xi $xj+* - Xj (mod n + l), lSi,jSn-1, implies X,-X&x,+,- 
Xi (mod n + l), 1 s i s n - 1. Lemma 7 at the end of this section shows why it is 
necessary to use the shifted multiplication table modulo p. 
Proof. If n = 2k we have ki + (k + 1)i = 0 (mod p) and hence for each i, 1 s i s n 
we have M(i, k) + M(i, k + 1) =p. The same is true for column 1 and n, i.e., for 
each i we have M(i, 1) + M(i, n) =p since i + ni = 0 (modp). It is therefore 
clear that the shifted multiplication table is a Roman square of order n. By this, 
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Lemma 1, and since all the nonzero elements modulo p = n + 1 appear as 
differences of consecutive integers in the (cyclic) sequence, each pair (Xi, Xi+i), 
1 G i <n - 1 appears in a different row of the shifted multiplication table. The 
only row with no pair is the one in which the pair (X,, X1) appears in the 
multiplication table. In the shifted multiplication table with the new column of *‘s, 
this row has the structure *, Y1, . . . , Y,, where as a consequence of the 
hypotheses, Y1 =X1 and Y, =X,,. Since the pair (*, Y,) appears in this row, the 
sequence can serve as a shifts-pattern for the shifted multiplication table. 0. 
Theorem 1. Let p = 3 (mod 4) be a prime. Then the following sequence is a 
shifts-pattern for the shifted multiplication table modulo p. 
+ 1 (modp - 1) for even i. 
(2) 
i-l p+l 
XiE------- - + 1 (modp - 1) 
2 4 
for odd i. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that the pattern is obtained by adding -(p + 1)/4 + 1 
modulo (p - 1) to the pattern of Construction A. Hence the pattern is a 
permutation of VP._, . The differences are computed as follows (note that 
-(i - 1)/2 - (p + 1)/4 + 1 modulo (p - 1) is equal to p - (i - 1)/2 - (p + 1)/4). 
(1) For odd i < (p - 2)/2, 
x,+1 -xi = !$-p++~)mod(p-l)]-(p-!+-p+) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
For even i < (p - 2)/2, 
) ( 
i-l ptl - p__-- 
2 4 
=i 
i p+l 
xi+l-xi= p-i-4 
( > K 
- 4 -‘q + 1) mod (p - 1)] = -i. 
2 
For odd i > (p - 2)/2, 
=i-p+l 
For even i > (p - 2)/2, 
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It is easy to verify that since p = 3 (mod 4) the set of differences is 
i 
ill P-1 <is--- 
2 I 1 
u P-l -illSi<_ . 
1 
We also have Xi +X,-i = (p - (p + 1)/4) + ((p - 1)/2 - (p + 1)/4 + 1) =p, and 
similarly Xi + X,,, #p for each i, 1 s i up - 2, and hence by Lemma 3 we have 
that the pattern is a shifts-pattern for the multiplication table modulo p. q 
Example 2. For p = 11 the following shifts-pattern is obtained by Theorem 1. 
8,9,7,10,6,1,5,2,4,3. 
The pairs of the pattern, and the pair (*, 8) are underlined in the shifted 
multiplication table with a column of *‘s. 
* 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 
* 1 3 5 7 9 2 4 6 8 10 
* 7 10 2 5 8 3 6 9 1 4 
* 2 6 10 3 748159 
* 8 2 7 1 6 5 10 4 9 3 
* 3 9 4 10 5 6 1 7 2 8 
* 9 5 1 8 4 7 3 10 6 2 
* 4 1 9 6 3 8 5 2 10 7 
* 10 8 6 4 2 9 7 5 3 1 
* 5 4 3 2 1 10 9 8 7 6 
By making the corresponding shifts and the addition of the new row we obtain 
the following Tuscan square of order 11. 
9 10 1 2 3 4 5 * 6 7 8 
4 6 8 10 * 1 3 5 7 9 2 
10 2 5 8 3 6 9 1 4 * 7 
5 9 * 2 6 10 3 7 4 8 1 
8 2 7 1 6 5 10 4 9 3 * 
1 7 2 8 * 3 9 4 10 5 6 
6 2 * 9 5 1 8 4 7 3 10 
2 10 7 * 4 1 9 6 3 8 5 
7 5 3 1 * 10 8 6 4 2 9 
3 2 1 10 9876*54 
* 8 9 7 10 6 1 5 2 4 3 
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The following procedure will give us some other shifts-patterns for the shifted 
multiplication tables modulo primes. 
Procedure A. For an odd n set Yr = 2 and i = 1. Given yi, produce Y+r as 
follows. 
(1) If Y <n/2 then set Y+r =2x. 
(2) If Y > n/2 then (a) if Y is odd, set Y+r = 2% - 2 (mod n), (b) if Y is even, 
set k;,, = 2yi + 2 (mod n). 
(3) If n = 1 (mod4) and Y,, = (n + 1)/2 then stop. 
(4) If n = 3 (mod 4) and Y+l = (n + 3)/2 then stop. 
(5) Set i = i + 1. 
If for a given n the sequence of integers obtained by Procedure A has length 
n - 1 we will call this sequence a full length sequence. If n = 3k + 2, k > 1, then 
Procedure A will not produce a full length sequence since if k is in the sequence it 
is followed by 2k, and 2k should be followed by 4k + 2 = k (mod 3k + 2). Note, 
that for n = 2k - 1, Procedure A produces a full length sequence if and only if 
f(x) = xk + x + 1 is a primitive polynomial over GF(2). 
Lemma 4. Zf the sequence which is generated by Procedure A is a full length 
sequence then the sequence Xi = Yj - 1, 1~ i 6 n - 1, is a double differences 
sequence. Also we have that for one shift of the sequence X,_, +X1 = n and for 
every other i, 1 c i S n - 2, Xi + Xi+l f n. 
Proof. Using the arguments that the numbers produced in step (1) of Procedure 
A are even and those produced in step (2) are odd, and also that in each step we 
produce distinct numbers, it is easy to verify that the n - 1 integers produced by 
Procedure A are 2, 3, . . . , n. Now if n = 3 (mod 4) we stop when we produce 
(n + 3)/2 since 1 will follow it. If n = 1 (mod 4) we stop when we produce 
(n + 1)/2 since this is the only integer above n/2 which would have been followed 
by an even number, (n - 1) (see step (2a)). The integer n - 1 is produced after 
(n - 1)/2 (see step (1)). 
The differences Xi+1 -Xi of the pairs (Xi, X,+r) are distributed as follows. 
(1) The differences {i ( 2 < i S (n - 1)/2} are generated by the pairs (i, 2i), for 
1s i S (n - 1)/2, in step (1). 
(2) The difference 1 is generated by the pair (n - 1, n) in step (2). 
(3) For n = 1 (mod 4) the pairs ((n + i)/2, i - 2) for i = 1 (mod 4) and 5 s i G n, 
produce the differences -(n + 4 - i)/2, which are the set {-i ) i even and 
2ci<(n-1)/2}. The pairs ((n+i)/2,i+2) for i=3(mod4) and 3SiSn-6 
produce the differences -(n - 4 - i)/2, which are the set {-i ) i odd and 
1s i s (n - 7)/2}. The last difference -(n - 3)/2 is produced by the pair 
((n + 1)/Z 2). 
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(4) For n = 3 (mod 4) the pairs ((n + i)/2, i - 2) for i = 3 (mod 4) and 7 s i s II, 
produce the differences -(n + 4 - i)/2, which form the set {-i 1 i even and 
2 s i s (n - 3)/2}. The pairs ((n + i)/2, i + 2) for i = 1 (mod 4) and 1 s i c n - 4 
produce the differences -(n - 4 - i)/2, which form the set {-i 1 i odd and 
1 s i c (n - 5)/2}. The last difference -(n - 1)/2 is produced by the pair 
((n + 3)/2, 2). 
Finally, looking for a solution to the equation X, +X,+, = n which means 
Y, + Y,+r = n + 2 we consider the following cases: 
(1) Y,. + 2Y, = n + 2 which implies Y = (n + 2)/3, and hence it gives one 
solution when n = 1 (mod 3). 
(2) Y, cannot be odd and greater than n/2 since Y,+r will also be odd and 
Y, + Y,+r even. 
(3) Y, + (ZY,. + 2 (modn)) = n + 2 and since Y, >n/2, and Y, is even, this 
implies that Y, = 2n/3 and it gives one solution when n = 0 (mod 3). 0 
From Lemma 4 we infer the next theorem. 
Theorem 2. If for a prime p, Procedure A produces a full length sequence, then 
one (cyclic) shift of the pattern Xi = yi - 1, 1 s i s n - 1 can serve as a 
shifts-pattern for the shifted multiplication table module p. 
Example 3. The following sequences are produced by Procedure A: 
(1) For n = 7 Procedure A produces the sequence: 2, 4, 3, 6, 7, 5. 
(2) For n = 9 Procedure A produces the sequence: 2, 4, 8, 9, 7, 3, 6, 5. 
(3) For n = 13 Procedure A produces the sequence: 2, 4, 8, 5, 10, 9, 3, 6, 12, 
13, 11, 7. 
(4) For n = 15 Procedure A produces the sequence: 2, 4, 8, 3, 6, 12, 11, 5, 10, 
7, 14, 15, 13, 9. 
In the range 5 <n s 100000 there are 59 integers which produce full length 
sequences with Procedure A. It turns out that 24 of them are nonprimes which 
are congruent to 1 (rnod4). These integers are: 9, 21, 105, 133, 153, 165, 169, 
189, 201, 253, 265, 469, 993, 2289, 5109, 5361, 8097, 8313, 14097, 15001, 17473, 
73077, 78805, 83725. Furthermore, 22 of them are nonprimes which are 
congruent to 3 (mod 4). These integers are: 15, 39, 55, 63, 159, 315, 411, 663, 
699, 2779, 2931, 3231, 3351, 10611, 11883, 16483, 21075, 32767, 40027, 40551, 
69235, 71587. In addition, five of them are primes congruent to 1 (mod 4). These 
primes are: 13, 61, 97, 6553, 7873. Lastly, eight of them are primes congruent to 
3 (mod4). These primes are: 7, 19, 67, 127, 1471, 2647, 6991, 22447. From these 
results we have the following two conjectures. 
Conjecture 1. There are infinitely many integers for which Procedure A produces 
a full length sequence. 
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Conjecture 2. There are infinitely many primes for which Procedure A produces 
a full length sequence. 
Other shifts-patterns will be patterns of Costas arrays. Costas arrays [7, 10, 121 
are two-dimensional synchronization patterns. Two of the constructions for 
Costas arrays will be used by us to obtain patterns with distinct differences. 
The Lempel Construction. Let (Y be a primitive element in the field GF(q). Then 
construct the pattern Xi = j if and only if (Y~ + cui = 1, 1 s i, j < q - 2. 
The Golomb Construction. Let (Y and /3 be primitive elements in the field GF(q). 
Then construct the pattern Xi = j if and only if (Y~ + fi’ = 1, 1 c i, j s q - 2. 
Lemma 5. Let X1, X2, . . . , X,_, be a pattern of order q - 2 obtained from the 
Lempel Construction or the Golomb Construction. Then for each two pairs 
(Xi, Xi+l), (Xi, X,+1), 1 s i, j 6 q - 3, i Z j, Xi+, - Xi j X,+1- Xj (mod 9 - 1). 
In addition, for lsisq-3, X,-X,_, $ Xi+, - Xi (mod q - 1) if and only if q 
is a power of 2. 
Proof. Assume that for some i, j, Xi+1 - Xi =X,+, - Xj (mod q - 1). Then by the 
definition of the pattern we have log0 (1 - a’+‘) - logs (1 - a’) = logs (1 - 
,+I) - logs (1 - a”) ( mod q - 1). This is equivalent to (a - 1)a’ = ((Y - l)(ui 
when q is not prime and (a - 1)a’ = ((Y - 1)~~ (mod q) when q is prime, and 
since a # 1 we have i = j in both cases. The argument for the last part is similar. 
The supposition that X1 - X,-z E Xi+i -Xi (mod q - 1) is handled in a similar 
fashion. 0 
Lemma 6. Let X1, Xz, . . . , X,.-, be a pattern of order p - 1 from the Lempel 
Construction or the Golomb Construction, where p is a Mersenne prime. There is 
exactly one pair (Xi, Xi+J, 16 i up - 1, such that Xi + Xitl =p. 
Proof. If there exists a pair like this it must satisfy the equations 
,i + px = 1, and (Y’+’ + ppex = 1, 
where p = (Y’ for some r, 1 s r Sp - 1, and LY E GF(p + 1). But this requires 
ff i+1_ _ &wl + a, and after substitution, multiplying by mrxi, and using the fact 
that the characteristic of GF(p + 1) is 2 we obtain 
ff r&+1 + Q: + (y-‘K = 1, &2x,+1 + &Yix’+l = (yrx, + 1, 
cu’x’+l(cu’& + 1) = &ML + 1, (y’x,+l = 1, 
and hence rX, + 1 = 0 (modp) or Xi = -l/r (modp). Since p is prime (p - 
1)/r (modp) has exactly one solution between 1 and p - 1 and since 
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Xl,..., X,-r is a permutation of VP_, there is exactly one solution for 
Xi = (p - 1)/r (modp). For this i we have Xi + X,+r =p. 0 
From Lemmas 3, 5 and 6, we infer the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let X1, X2, . . . , X,_, be a pattern of order p - 1 from the Lempel 
Construction or the Golomb Construction, where p is a Mersenne prime. Then 
there is a shift of the pattern that can serve as a shifts-pattern for the shifted 
multiplication table modulo p. 
Construction E. Take a shifts-pattern as in Theorem 1, Theorem 2 or Theorem 
3 and apply the Cutting Method to the corresponding shifted multiplication table. 
Example 4. Let (Y be a primitive element of GF(23) which is produced from 
a3 + a! + 1 = 0. The field GF(23) takes the following form: 
ff” 001 
(Y’ 010 
(Y2 100 
(Y3 011 
a4 110 
a5 111 
(Y6 101 
By the Lempel Construction we obtain the pattern 3, 6, 1, 5, 4, 2 and its shift 1, 
5, 4, 2, 3, 6 can serve as a shifts-pattern for the shifted multiplication table 
modulo 7. The pairs of the pattern and the pair (*, 1) are underlined in the 
shifted multiplication table with a column of *‘s. 
*456123 
*135246 
*514362 
*263415 
*642531 
*321654 
By making the corresponding shifts and the addition of the new row we obtain 
the following Tuscan square of order 7. 
3 *45612 
135246* 
6 2 * 5 1 4 3 
5 *26341 
2531*64 
4 * 3 2 1 6 5 
*154236 
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Now, we give two lemmas which show that the Cutting Method cannot be 
applied on every Tuscan square, and when applied to the shifted multiplication 
table the Cutting Method cannot produce a Latin square. 
Lemma 7. The Cutting Method cannot work on the multiplication table modulo a 
prime p. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 in the multiplication table modulo p we have M(i, j + 1) - 
M(i, j) = i (modp). Hence, given a pattern X,, X2, . . . , X,_, which is a per- 
mutation of VP--l, for which the pairs (Xi, Xi+l), 1 s i up - 2, belong to distinct 
rows of the multiplication table, the pair (Xp--l, Xi) belongs to the only row 
which does not contain a pair (since C$‘Z: i = 0~ CFZf (Xi+, -Xi) + (XI - 
X,_,)). Therefore it follows that the Cutting Method cannot work on the 
multiplication table modulo a prime p since X1 is not the first element in this last 
row. Cl 
Lemma 8. The Cutting Method of Lemma 3 when applied to the shifted 
multiplication table modulo p cannot produce a Latin square. 
Proof. In order to produce a Latin square, each pair (Xi, Xi+l), 1 s i up - 1 
should be from a different pair of columns of the shifted multiplication table. For 
eachiandksuchthatl<iSp-land1 s k up - 2 we have M(i, k + 1) = (k + 
l)/kM(i, k) (modp), and also (k, + l)kl + (k2 + 1)/k, (modp), where 1 s k, < 
k2 <p - 2, and therefore each pair of adjacent columns corresponds to another 
element g modulo p different from 0 and 1, for which M(i, k + 
1) = gM(i, k) (mod p). H ence we must haveX,=X1.2.3...*.(p-2)(modp). 
But it is well known that 2 . 3 . 0.. . (p - 2) = 1 (modp) since each element in 
between 2 and p - 2 in GF(p) has an inverse which is not itself. Thus we cannot 
produce a Latin square by applying the Cutting Method on the shifted 
multiplication table. 0 
The patterns which are produced by Procedure A and satisfy Lemma 4 can be 
modified in order to produce a polygonal path for Roman squares, since there are 
i, j, i #j, such that Xi+i =Xi + (n - 1)/2( mod n - 1) and Xi+, = Xi + (n - 
1)/2 (mod n - 1). Finally, in this section we introduce a new polygonal path 
construction, which is a modification of the Lempel Construction for Costas 
arrays [lo, 121: 
Construction F. Let p = n + 1 be a prime for which 2 is a primitive root and 
define the polygonal path by 
X,=j iff 2’+2j=l(modp), l=Si,jSp-2, and Xn=n 
Theorem 4. Construction F produces a polygonal path for a Roman square. 
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Proof. It is easily verified that the definition gives a permutation. By Lemma 5 
we have that for each lci,jcp-3 such that i#j we have Xi+,-Xi$Xj+i- 
Xj (modp - 1). Since 2 is a primitive root we also have 2 + 2(P-‘)n = 1 and hence 
X1 = (p - 1)/2. The sum of all the differences which appear in the pattern, minus 
X, is 
p-3 
rz (xi+l-xi)=xP_,-x,=xP_,-p+. 
Therefore the only element of V, which doesn’t appear as a difference in the 
pattern is 
n 
2- xp-z-2 ( P-1 > =n -x,-2 
which is exactly X,, - X,_,. Hence Construction F produces a polygonal path for 
a Roman square. 0 
Construction F is the only known systematic polygonal path construction for 
which 
It is easy to verify that each polygonal path which is constructed from 
constructions A, B, C and D has the property that 
X(n12)+1 + 5 = X,/Z (mod n). 
For Construction F we have some r for which X,,, =X, + n/2 (mod n). This is 
equivalent to 
2’ + 2xr = 1 (modp), and 2’+l+ 2xr+(p-1)‘2 = 1 (modp). 
Using the fact that 2(P-1)‘2 = -1 (modp) we have after substitution 
2’+i + 2’ = 2 (modp). 
If r = (p - 1)/2 we have 2(P-1)‘2 + 2°‘-1)‘2+1 =2 (modp) or 0 = 5 (modp) which 
means that p = 5. If p # 5 then we have r # (p - 1)/2 and hence Xcn,2j+1 $ X,,,2 + 
n /2 (mod n). 
Example 5. For n = 10, Construction F produces the pattern: 5, 3, 2, 7, 1, 8, 4, 6, 
9, 10. 
3. Construction of Tuscan squares 
All the Tuscan squares obtained by Tillson [20] are not Latin and it is easy to 
prove that all their add zero transformations are not Latin. Those Tuscan squares 
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have odd orders. In this section we show that we can generate a Tuscan square of 
order k, which is not Latin and all its add zero transformations are not Latin, for 
any k>5. 
A Roman square A of order 2k will be called middle symmetric if for each i, 
1 s i s 2k, A(i, k + 1) =A(& k) + k (mod 2k). A Roman square A of order 2k 
will be called edgesymmetricif for each i, 1 G i s 2k, A(i, 2k) = A(i, 1) + k (mod 2k). 
Construction G. Let B* be a middle symmmetric Roman square of order 2k on 
the symbols (2k + 1, . . . , 4k) and let C be an edge symmetric Roman square of 
order 2k on the symbols (1, 2, . . . , 2k). Construct the following square A of 
order 4k. 
(1) For lSiS2kand 1-j =‘~k,A(i,2j-l)=-j+i(mod2k). 
(2) For lGiS2kand 1Sj =S k, A(i, 2j) = [j - 1 + i (mod 2k)] + 2k. 
(3) For lsiS2k and k+lGj G 2k, A(i, 2j) -j - k - 1 + i (mod 2k). 
(4) For lciS2kandk+lGj G 2k, A(i, 2j - 1) = [-j f k + i (mod 2k)J + 2k. 
(5) For 1 G i s 2k and 1 ~j s 2k, A(2k + i, k + j) = C(i, j). 
(6) Permute the rows of B* to B such that B(i, k) - C(i, 1) = 2k for each i, 
1 s i =S 2k and define: 
For lsii2k and ISjSk, A(2k+i, j)=B(i, j). 
Forl<is2kandkflSjs2k,A(2k+i,2k+j)=B(i,j). 
Example 6. The following Roman square of order 6 was generated by Construc- 
tion D and replacing 0 by 6. It will be taken as an edge symmetric Roman square. 
621453 
132564 
243615 
354126 
465231 
516342 
The following Roman square of order 6 was generated by Construction A and 
addition of 6 to each symbol. It will be taken as a middle symmetric Roman 
square. 
12 7 11 8 10 9 
7 8 12 9 11 10 
8 9 7 10 12 11 
9 10 8 11 7 12 
10 11 9 12 8 7 
11 12 10 7 9 8 
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Applying Construction G on these Roman squares, we obtain the following 
Tuscan square. 
6 7 5 8 4 9 12 1 11 2 10 3 
1 8 6 9 5 10 7 2 12 3 11 4 
2 9 1 10 6 11 8 3 7 4 12 5 
3 10 2 11 1 12 9 4 8 5 7 6 
4 11 3 12 2 7 10 5 9 6 8 1 
5 12 4 7 3 8 11 6 10 1 9 2 
7 8 12 6 2 1 4 5 3 9 11 10 
8 9 7 1 3 2 5 6 4 10 12 11 
9 10 8 2 4 3 6 1 5 11 7 12 
10 11 9 3 5 4 1 2 6 12 8 7 
11 12 10 4 6 5 2 3 1 7 9 8 
12 7 11 5 1 6 3 4 2 8 10 9 
Theorem 5. Construction G produces a Tuscan square for which the square and 
all its add zero transformations are not Latin. 
Proof. Let S={l, 2,. . . , 2k) and T = (2k + 1,2k + 2,. . . ,4k}. Since C is a 
Roman square we have by (5) that all the pairs of the form (x, y), where x fy 
and x, y E S appear in A between rows 2k + 1 and 4k, from column k + 1 to 3k. 
Since B is a middle symmetric Roman square we have by (6) that all the pairs of 
the form (x, y), where x # y, X, y E T, and x $ y - k (mod 2k), appear in A 
between rows 2k + 1 and 4k, from column 1 to k and from column 3k + 1 to 4k. 
By (2) and (4) the pairs (x, y), where X, y E T and x = y - k (mod 2k) appear in A 
between rows 1 and 2k, from column 2k to 2k + 1. Clearly by (l)-(4) all the 
other pairs (x, y) in the first 2k rows are of the form x E S, y E T, or x E T, y E S. 
We distinguish between two cases: 
(1) The pairs (x, y), where x E S, y E T appear between columns 2j - 1 and 2j 
for lcjck for which A(i, 2j) - A(2j - 1) = (j - 1 + i) - (-j + i) = 2j - 
1 (mod 2k), and columns 2j to 2j + 1 for k + 1 <j < 2k - 1, for which A(i, 2j + 
1) - A(i, 2j) = (-(j + 1) + k + i) - (j - k - 1 + i) = -2j (mod 2k). Hence all the 
differences except 2k modulo 4k appear. 
(2) Similarly, all the pairs (x, y), where x E T, y E S appear in the first 2k rows 
except for the case when x = y + 2k (mod 4k). 
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The difference 2k modulo 4k appears by (6), by the middle symmetry of B, and 
by the edge symmetry of C, between rows 2k + 1 and 4k, from column k to k + 1 
and from column 3k to 3k + 1. 
Next, we have to show that each row is a permutation of V,,. This is easily 
verified for the last 2k rows and only has to be proved for the first row. 
Each integer i, 1 s i =S k appears in column 2(i + k). Each integer i, k + 1 =S i s 
2k appears in column 2(2k - i) + 1. Each integer i, 2k + 1 s i s 3k appears in 
column 2(i - 2k). Each integer i, 3k + 1 s i G 4k appears in column 2(5k - i) + 1. 
Finally, it is easy to verify that A and all its add zero transforms are not Latin 
since each of the symbols 1, 2, . . . , 2k appears twice in column 2k - 1, and each 
of the symbols 2k + 1,2k + 2, . . . ,4k appears twice in column 2. Cl 
Construction H. Let B* and C be Tuscan squares of odd order k which are not 
Latin and all their add zero transformations are not Latin. Construct the 
following square A of order 2k. 
(1) For lsickand l~j s k, A(i, 2j - 1) = -j + i (mod k). 
(2) for l<i<k and 1-j < ’ s k, A(i, 2j) = [j - 1 + i (mod k)] + k. 
(3) Permute the rows of B* to B such that B(i, k) = C(i, 1) for each i, 
1 c i s 2k and define: 
ForlSi=Skandl=Sj<k,A(k+i,j)=B(i,j)+k. 
ForlSiSkandlSjSk,A(k+i,k+j)=C(i,j). 
The following theorem is proved similarly to Theorem 5. 
Theorem 6. Construction H produces a Tuscan square for which the square and 
all its add zero transformations are not Latin. 
Theorem 7. For every m > 5 there exist a Tuscan square for which the square and 
all its add zero transformations are not Latin. 
Proof. For odd m > 8 we can take Tuscan squares from the Tillson Construction. 
For m = 7 we can take the square of Example 4. For 2k, k 2 3, Construction A 
produces both middle and edge symmetric Roman squares of order 2k, and hence 
Construction G can be applied to obtain Tuscan squares of order m = 4k which 
are not Latin and all their add zero transformations are not Latin. For m = 2k, 
k 2 7 odd, Construction H can be applied to obtain Tuscan squares of order m 
which are not Latin and all their add zero transformations are not Latin. Finally, 
for m = 6, 8, 10 the Tuscan squares of Example 7 given below are not Latin and 
all their add zero transformations are not Latin. Cl 
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Example 7. The following squares are Tuscan squares of orders 6, 8 and 10, 
which are not Latin and all their add zero transformations are not Latin. 
123456 
213654 
316425 
435261 
514632 
624153 
12345678 
21687354 
32718465 
41753862 
58147263 
61524837 
74285136 
82576431 
7 18 4 69 10 5 3 2 
6 4 3 8 29 5 7 10 1 
9 3 10 6 8 1 27 5 4 
8 6 5 10 4 1 79 2 3 
1 5 2 8 10 3 49 7 6 
10 8 7 2 63 91 4 5 
3 7 4 10 2 5 61 9 8 
2 10 9 4 8 5 13 6 7 
5 9 6 2 47 8 3 1 10 
4 2 1 6 10 7 35 8 9 
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